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Please visit our website: www.JoelsCoins.com for many more coins, 

banknotes, tokens and other items.  I can only fit a very limited number of items 

in a catalog.  If ordering on line, you may enter items directly into the secure 

online order form or use the website shopping cart.  Of course, mail, fax or 

phone orders are always welcome. 
 

TERMS:    U.S. addresses: please include $6.00 postage for orders under $200, 

$8.00 for orders $200 to $600. FREE SHIPPING on orders over $600.  Postage to other countries 

will be based on actual costs. California residents please include 8.75% sales tax or a signed resale 

certificate.  All items come with 3-week return privileges. All items are guaranteed to be genuine 

forever. Prices are in US 

Dollars. We accept 

personal checks, money 

orders, American Express, 

MasterCard, VISA, Discover and Paypal.   

Checks or Money Orders are preferred as they save us transaction fees. 

Please make them payable to Joel Anderson. 
 

Many items are in limited quantities.  Alternates are appreciated and help avoid refunds. 
 

Unless otherwise indicated, coins are pictured at approximately actual size.  Banknotes, packaged 

sets and other items are reduced-sized images. 

 

BOOK: JAPANESE CERAMIC COINAGE, CIRCA 1945 

By Gregory Hale  A detailed study of the varieties, designs, production 

techniques, and factories that made these scarce and mysterious ceramic coins 

made by Japan in the closing days of World War II.  Contains a listing that 

includes many little-known varieties of this unusual coinage. Well-illustrated. 

48 pages, softcover 

Item BOOK-CERM   JAPANESE CERAMIC COINAGE BOOK .... $22.00 
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2023 SILVER BRITANNIA DEPICTING QUEEN ELIZABETH  

Though Queen Elizabeth 

died September 8, 2023, 

the British Royal mint 

released a 2023 dated 1 

troy ounce silver Britannia. 

depicting the Queen.  The 

coin incorporates many 

security features including 

a latent image that changes 

from a padlock to 

Britannia’s famous trident, 

a micro-text inscription 

that reads in Latin "Decus Et Tutamen" (an ornament and a safeguard), tincture lines within the 

stripes of the Union Jack and a surface animation that imitates the movement of ocean waves. The 

38.61mm coin is struck in .999 and has the nominal value of 2 Pounds.  We have a very limited 

number of 2022 1 troy ounce silver Britannia with the same design. 

Item GB-BRIT23QU   GREAT BRITAIN 2023 ELIZABETH II  BRITANNIA BU  ..... $35.00 

Item GB-BRIT22   GREAT BRITAIN 2022 1 TROY OZ. SILVER BRITANNIA BU .  $35.00 
 

2022 MEXICAN 1 OUNCE SILVER LIBERTAD 

This beautiful 2022 Mexican 

silver Libertad contains 1 troy 

ounce of .999 fine silver. 

Because of supply problems 

and production difficulties at 

the Mexican mint, Libertads 

have been difficult to obtain 

and 2022 is expected to have a 

lower than usual mintage.  On 

one side of the coin is the 

Victory Angel that is on the 

top of the Mexican 

Independence monument in Mexico City. The other side depicts the historical coats-of-arms of 

Mexico, with the current arms in the center.  

Item MX-LIBT22   MEXICO 2022 1 TROY OUNCE SILVER LIBERTAD BU ......... $42.50 
 

2022 CONGO SILVERBACK GORILLA 

A fierce silverback gorilla 

pounding its chest is featured on 

this 2022 1 troy ounce .999 fine 

silver 500 Francs of the Congo 

Republic.  The arms of the 

Congo, supported by two 

elephants is on the obverse.  The 

name silverback does not refer to 

the species, but rather is the 

mature, experienced male leader 

of a troop of gorillas. The 39mm 

coin has a mintage of only 75,000 pieces. 

Item CG-GORILLA22   CONGO REP. 500 FRANCS 2022 GORILLA BU .................... $35.00  
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EELS ON SILVER  2022 ANGUILLA COIN 

Two European Eels (Anguilla anguilla) and a map of Anguilla 

with two palm trees are featured on this 1 troy ounce .999 fine 

silver 2022 Two Dollar coin of Anguilla.  Anguilla is named after 

the Italian name for an eel because its shape was thought to 

resemble an eel.  A series of young eels appear to be swimming 

around the rim of the coin. The coin was issued by the East 

Caribbean Central Bank and features Queen Elizabeth on the 

obverse.  The 39mm coin has a mintage of 25,000 pieces. 

Item ANGUILLA22   ANGUILLA $2 EELS BU ........... $35.00 

WAR ELEPHANT ON GIBRALTAR 1 TROY OUNCE SILVER COIN 

In ancient times the War Elephant 

was the ultimate weapon. These 

massive animals were used in battle 

as both a weapon and a symbol of 

power.  Heavily armored elephants 

could carry archers high above the 

battlefield. Its size terrified enemy 

soldiers.  A war elephant charging 

into battle with soldiers on its back 

is featured on this 2022 1 Pound 

coin of Gibraltar.  The obverse 

features the Gibraltar coat of arms.   The 39mm coin contains 1 troy ounce of .999 fine silver.  It 

has a mintage of just 15,000 pieces. 

Item GI-ELEPHANT   GIBRALTAR 1 POUND 2022 WAR ELEPHANT BU .............. $35.00 

 
SHACKLETON'S SHIPS 

British Antarctic Territory and South Georgia & South Sandwich Islands each issued a 2022 dated 

50 Pence coin to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the death of British Antarctic Explorer Sir 

Ernest Shackleton.  The Endurance is featured on the British Antarctic Territory 50 Pence.  In 1914 

Shackleton and a crew of 27 sailed for the Antarctic on the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition.  

The sailing ship became trapped in sea-ice on January 19, 1915 and drifted for months before being 

abandoned and sinking.  The exhausted crew eventually made it to Elephant Island, 346 miles 

(557km) from where the ship was abandoned.  From there Shackleton navigated an open lifeboat 

across 800 miles (1300km) of treacherous ocean to South Georgia, then hiked across the island to 

a whaling station, arriving on May 20, 1916 where he was able to finally obtain help.  His remaining 

crew were rescued from Elephant Island on August 30, 1916.  In 1921 Shackleton began another 

Antarctic expedition, this time using the schooner-rigged steamship the Quest.  The crew included 

members of his previous expedition. Unfortunately, Shackleton died of a heart attack aboard the 

vessel on January 5, 1922, the day after reaching Grytviken, South Georgia.  The ship is pictured 

on this 50 Pence coin of South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands.   Both coins are seven-sided, 

27.3mm copper-nickel with a "diamond finish" and have a limited mintage of just 2,750 pieces.  

The coins come in a presentation card, 

Item BAT-END   BR. ANTARCTIC TERR. 50 PENCE 2022 ENDURANCE BU ....... $19.95 

Item SGA-QST    SO.GEORGIA & SO.SANDWICH IS. 50 P. 2022 QUEST BU ........ $19.95 
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CROATIA'S CONTROVERSIAL NEW 2023 EURO COINS. 

Croatia switched 

their currency to 

the Euro on 

January 1, 2023.  

The designs of the 

new coins created 

controversy.  The 

bi-metallic 2 Euro 

features a map of 

Croatia.  The bi-

metallic 1 Euro 

depicts a Marten.  

Marten pelts, 

called a kuna, were used for money in medieval Croatia.  The original design for the 1 Euro coin 

used a photograph of a marten without permission.  Serbia objected to Nikola Tesla appearing on 

the 10, 20 and 50 Eurocent coins, claiming Tesla was Serbian.  Tesla was born in what is now 

Croatia to ethnic Serbian parents at a time when both were part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.  

The 5, 2 and 1 Eurocent have the letters "HR" in Glagolitic scrip.  HR is the abbreviation of the 

country in Croatian (Republika Hrvatska).  Glagolitic is the oldest known Slavic alphabet, dating 

back to the 9th Century. All the coins incorporate the checkboard Croatian arms into the design.  

All eight coins have the standard map of Europe designs on the reverses. 

Item HR-EUSET   CROATIA 8 COIN EURO SET 1 CENT-2 EUROS 2023 UNC. .... $14.00 

 
2022 CROATIA COINS FEATURE FLORA AND FAUNA 

This 2022 set are 

the last coins that 

Croatia issued 

before switching to 

the Euro in 2023. 

The attractive nine-

coin set features 

native plants and 

animals.  The 5 

Kuna coins has a 

bear, the 2 Kuna 

shows a tuna fish 

and a nightingale is 

on the 1 Kuna. The word Kuna is derived from an old term for a marten pelt, reflecting the use of 

furs for money in medieval times, thus a marten is also shown on each of the Kuna denominated 

coins. The 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 Lipa all feature various plants, including corn on the 1 Lipa. The 

word Lipa means Linden tree, which were traditionally planted around marketplaces in Croatia.  

Linden leaves are on the back of all the Lipa denominated coins. 

Item HR-SET9  CROATIA 9 COIN SET, 1 LIPA - 5 KUNA, UNC.  ............................ $14.00 

 
FINLAND CLIMATE RESEARCH 2 EURO 2022  

Finland featured climate research on this 2022 dated 2 Euro coin.  The 

design features Beard Lichen, which is often considered an indicator of air 

quality as it is very sensitive to air pollution, especially sulfur dioxide.  

Where there is good quality, clean air it can grow to 4 to 8 inches long (10 

to 20 cm.).  Where air quality is poor it grows to only a few millimeters if 

it survives at all.  It has medicinal purposes, and is used in dyes and 

cosmetics.   The standard 2 Euro map of Europe is on the reverse. 

Item FI-2E22-CLIMATE   FINLAND 2 EURO 2022 CLIMATE RESEARCH UNC. ... $10.00 
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SLOVAK REPUBLIC COMMEMORATES FIRST MINE STEAM ENGINE 

The Slovak Republic commemorated the 300th anniversary of the 

construction of the first atmospheric steam engine in continental Europe 

with this 2022 2 Euro coin.  English engineer Issac Potter built the large 

Newcomen steam engine in 1721 in order to drain water from a mine in 

Königsberg bei Schemnitz (now Banska Štiavnica, Slovakia). Though the 

engine was a success, the mine was not due to a lack of silver ore.  The 

coin depicts the steam engine and Potter's signature.  The standard 2 Euro 

map of Europe is on the reverse. 

Item SK-2E22-MINE   SLOVAK 2 EURO 2022 MINE STEAM ENGINE, UNC. ........... $6.00 

 
ESTONIA 2 EURO SUPPORTS UKRAINIAN FREEDOM 

Estonia issued a circulating 2022 2 Euro coin in support of Ukraine.  The 

coin was designed by a Ukrainian refugee from Kharkiv studying in Estonia. 

The design features a girl protecting a small bird in her hand and ears of 

wheat. The legend "Slava Ukraini" means Glory to Ukraine in Ukrainian.   

Item EE-2E22-UKR   ESTONIA 2 EURO 2022 UKRAINE UNC. . $6.00  

KYRGYZSTAN FEATURES GOAT THROWING ON COMMEMORATIVE 

Kyrgyzstan issued this square 1 Som coin in 

2018 to commemorate the World Nomad 

Games held in that country.  The coin features 

playing Ulak Tartysh.  The game, which has 

few rules, centers around horseback riders 

grabbing the carcass of a goat or calf and carry 

or throwing it across a goal.  It is the national 

sport of Kyrgyzstan.  The rider on the coin is 

seen carrying the goat.  Above is the emblem of 

the games in color.  The Kyrgyz arms are on the obverse.   

Item KG-NOMAD   KYRGYZSTAN  1 SOM 2018 NOMAD GAMES BU ..................... 19.95 
 

BI-METALLIC MOLDOVA 10 LEI COMMEMORATIVES 

Moldova 

started an 

annual series 

of bi-

metallic 10 

Lei coins in 

2018.  The 

2018 issue 

commemorates the 25th anniversary of the national currency - the Leu, which translates as lion.  

The coin features a lion, the Moldova national arms and the emblem of the national bank.  The 

2019 issue commemorates the 30th Anniversary of the adoption of the Latin alphabet (as opposed 

the Cyrillic alphabet)..  The obverse depicts the emblem of the national language that features the 

mythological Charmed Bird.  The reverse includes the Latin alphabet in lower case letters.  The 

2020 issue commemorates the 30th anniversary of the adoption of the State flag.  The 2021 issue 

commemorates the 30th anniversary of the National Bank. The design includes the national arms, 

the national bank emblem and the number '30'.  The reverses of all the coins bear the denomination.  

At the top is a latent image that changes from R to M (for "Republica Moldova") as the coin is 

shifted.  "BNM", the initials of the national bank, is micro-engraved on the surface of the "1".   

Item MD-10L18   MOLDOVA 10 LEI 2018 CURRENCY KM157 UNC. ......................... $4.00 

Item MD-10L19   MOLDOVA 10 LEI 2019 ALPHABET KM171 UNC. .......................... $4.00 

Item MD-10L20   MOLDOVA 10 LEI 2020 STATE FLAG, KM186 UNC. ...................... $4.00 

Item MD-10L21   MOLDOVA 10 LEI 2021 NATIONAL BANK, KM196 UNC. ........... $4.00  
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ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL HONORED ON CANADIAN DOLLARS 

Canada issued both colored and uncolored 

versions of their 2022 circulating 1 Dollar coin for 

the 175th anniversary of the birth of inventor 

Alexander Graham Bell.  Though Bell is most 

remembered for his invention of the telephone, he 

did groundbreaking work with hydrofoils and 

aeronautics in his later years in Canada.  The coins 

feature a portrait of Bell in his later years, his 

signature, schematic illustrations of the Silver 

Dart - which in 1909 became the first aircraft to achieve controlled powered flight in Canada, and 

his HD-4 hydrofoil, which in 1919 set world marine speed record of 70.86 miles per hour (114.04 

kph).  Both events took place at Nova Scotia’s Bras d’Or Lake.  The lake is represented by wave 

lines on the uncolored coin and blue on the colored.  Queen Elizabeth is on the obverse  

Item CA-COL-BELL   CANADA 1 DOLLAR 2022 BELL, COLOR VERSION, BU....... $4.00 

Item CA-REG-BELL   CANADA 1 DOLLAR 2022 BELL, REGULAR VERSION, BU . $6.00 

Item CA-BOTH-BELL   BOTH OF THE ABOVE CANADA 1 DOLLAR 2022 BU ........ $9.50 
 

CANADA HONORS JAZZ MUSICIAN OSCAR PETERSON 

Canada issued both colored and uncolored version 

of their 2022 circulating commemorative 1 Dollar 

coin commemorating piano virtuoso, jazz legend, 

composer and educator Oscar Peterson.  He is 

considered one of the greatest jazz musicians of all 

time.  He produced over 400 recordings and won 

seven Grammy awards.  The reverse features 

Peterson seated at his piano, playing his powerful 

civil rights anthem Hymn to Freedom, along with musical notes and chord symbols from the closing 

bars of the piece.  The color version includes a swatch of purple, his favorite color, around the 

Canadian maple leaf.   The Susana Blunt portrait of Queen Elizabeth is on the obverse. 

Item CA-COL-PETERSON   CANADA 1 DOLLAR 2022 PETERSON COLOR, BU ..... $4.00 

Item CA-REG-PETERSON   CANADA 1 DOLLAR 2022 PETERSON REGULAR BU . $6.00 

Item CA-BOTH-PETERSON  BOTH of the above CANADA $1 2022 PETERSON, BU . $9.50 
 

CANADA REMEMBERS THE SUMMIT HOCKEY SERIES 

Canada issued both color 

and non-colored 

circulating bi-metallic 2 

Dollar coins in 2022 to 

commemorate the 50th 

anniversary of their 

victory in the Summit 

Series ice hockey games 

against the Soviet Union which was held in September 1972.  Both nations considered themselves 

to be the best in the world.  The Summit Series was set to prove it. It was a series of eight games. 

This was during the Cold War.  Both fans and players had intense feelings of nationalism.  Going 

into the final game of the series the games were evenly split, with three wins and a tie.  An estimated 

15 million out of 22 million Canadians tuned into the final game.  It was a tense and dramatic game 

with Canada scoring the winning goal with 34 seconds left to play. The coin depicts two Team 

Canada players in their distinctive red and white uniforms.  The coaches’ initials and the players’ 

jersey numbers surround the inner core.    

Item CA-2D-COL-SUMMIT   CANADA COLOR $2 2022 SUMMIT SERIES BU ........ $5.00 

Item CA-2D-REG-SUMMIT   CANADA REGULAR $2 2022 SUMMIT SERIES BU ... $7.00 

Item CA-2D-BOTH-SUMMIT   BOTH OF THE ABOVE CANADA $2 2022 BU ........ $12.00  
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KING TUT ON TRIANGULAR COLOR COIN 

To celebrate the 100th anniversary of the discovery of King Tutankhamun’s tomb Sierra Leone 

issued this stunning multi-color triangular "GoldClad" 1 Dollar coin.  The coin depicts King Tut’s 

death mask in color with hieroglyphics in the background.  The obverse features the coat of arms 

of Sierra Leone surrounded by hieroglyphics.   The triangular shape represents a pyramid.  The 

large coin is 56.2mm x 40.7mm and comes in a presentation pack that includes a Certificate of 

Authenticity.  It has a limited mintage of only 2,022 pieces. 

Item SL-TUT   SIERRA LEONE 1 DOLLAR KING TUT 2022 BU.............................. $19.95 

 
RECENT EGYPTIAN COMMEMORATIVE COINS 

Egypt recently released a number of circulating commemorative coins in an 

effort to bolster support of the government.  The coins have a common 

obverse which includes the name of the country in Arabic, the denomination 

in Arabic and English and both the AD and AH dates.  The 1 Pound coins 

are 25mm bi-metallic with a brass-plated steel center in a nickel-plated steel 

ring.  The 50 Piastres are 23mm brass-plated steel coins.    
 

Egypt is building a huge New Administrative Capital in the desert some 30 

miles (45km) east of Cairo in order to relieve congestion in the Cairo.  The 

new city is being built and run by the army.  It includes numerous smart 

sensors and cameras in order to keep its citizens safe. (and under the watchful 

eye of the government). Though the new capital is sure to be impressive - it 

still does not have a name.  The new nameless capital is commemorated on 

this 2019 bi-metallic 1 Pound coin. 

Item EG-CAPITAL   EGYPT 1 POUND 2019 NEW CAPITAL UNC. .............................. $4.00 

 

Both a 1 Pound and a 50 Piastre coins commemorate 

The Pharaohs' Golden Parade which was held on 

April 3, 2021.  The parade carried the 22 mummies of 

kings and queens of ancient Egypt from old Egyptian 

Museum on Tahrir Square to the new National Museum 

of Egyptian Civilization in Fustat.  It was an elaborate 

and spectacular event worthy of any pharaoh including 

a concert, thousands of marchers in costumes, custom 

vehicles decorated like Egyptian funerary boats and a 21-gun salute.  The event was choregraphed 

to be live-streamed as virtually no spectators were allowed along the parade route.  Both coins 

feature the emblem of The Pharaohs' Golden Parade and, unusually for a coin, the exact date of the 

event: April 3, 2021.    

Item EG-50P-PHAROAH   EGYPT 50 PIASTRE 2021 GOLDEN PARADE UNC. ........ $2.00 

Item EG-1P-PHAROAH   EGYPT 1 POUND 2021 GOLDEN PARADE UNC. ............... $4.00 

Item EG-SET-PHAROAH   Above 2 EGYPT 2021 GOLDEN PARADE COINS UNC. .. $5.50 
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The 69th anniversary of Egypt's National Police Day is commemorated on 

a 2021 1 Pound coin.  Police Day is in remembrance of the 50 police 

officers of the Ismaila Police Station that were killed or wounded when the 

British attacked the police station with tanks in 1952.  Egyptian President 

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak declared it a national holiday in 2009. 

On Police Day in 2011 widespread protests against police brutality and 

corruption led to a revolution which overthrew President Mubarak. The bi-

metallic coin features a winged eagle emblem and the Arabic numbers 69.   

Item EG--POLICE   EGYPT 1 POUND 2021 POLICE DAY UNC. .................................. $4.00 

 
Egyptian Medical Teams are honored on 50 Piastre and 

1 Pound coins.  The coins feature four doctors.  In order to 

avoid offending conservative Muslims, the doctors have 

no facial features.  The coins are triple dated, bearing the 

date 2020 beneath the doctors, and AD 2021 and AH 1442 

on the obverse. 

Item EG-MED   EGYPT 50 PIASTRE & 1 POUND 2020/21 MEDICAL TEAMS UNC. $5.00 

 

"Decent Life" is an initiative of Egyptian President 

Abdel Fattah El-Sisi's improve rural areas of Egypt.  

The multi-year project, started in 2019, aims to improve 

sewer, water, electricity, natural gas and internet access 

in villages, improve housing, as well as health and 

education projects.  The Decent Life 50 Piastre and 1 

Pound coins both feature a female farmer, wheat ears, 

and the Decent Life emblem, which looks like a smile in a box. The coins are dated 2021.   

Item EG-DECENT   EGYPT 50 PIASTRE & 1 POUND 2021 DECENT LIFE UNC. ..... $5.00 
 

PANAMA CELEBRATES ORATORIO SAN FELIPE NERI 

The Oratorio San Felipe Neri (San Felipe Neri Oratory) was built in 1688 

for the Congregation of Oratorian Fathers in Panama. The church is 

named for Philip Neri, who founded the Oratorians in 1575.  It is one of 

the oldest churches in Panama City.  It is featured on this 2019 dated 

26.5mm bi-metallic 1 Balboa of Panama.  The other side of the coin 

depicts the arms of Panama.  

Item PA-ORATORIO   PANAMA 1 BALBOA 2019 SAN FELIPE NERI KM167 UNC. . $5.00 

 
2019 PANAMA WORLD YOUTH DAY COINS 

Panama celebrated World Youth Day with regular 

and colored bi-metallic 1 Balboa coins.  The 2019 

World Youth Day was held in Panama City in 

January 2019.  The event was organized by the 

Catholic Church and featured a visit by Pope 

Francis.  It drew thousands of young people from 

around the world.   Both coins feature the logo of 

the event on one side and the Panamanian arms on 

the other.  The logo was designed by a 20-year-old college student. The logo is rich in Catholic 

symbolism.  It incorporates a silhouette of the Panamanian Isthmus and the Panama Canal, a 

Pilgrim Cross, silhouette of the Virgin Mary and the five points of the crown of Mary which also 

symbolizes the five continents.  The logo has both the shape of a heart and the letter 'M'.  

PA-COLOR-YOUTH  PANAMA 1 BALBOA 2019 YOUTH - COLOR  KM169 UNC. ... $5.00 

PA-REG-YOUTH  PANAMA 1 BALBOA 2019 YOUTH - REGULAR KM168 UNC. .... $5.50 
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WORLD COIN ROUNDUP 
 

SILVER SEATED LIBERTY COINS FROM PERU  

Peru introduced the seated liberty design on their coinage when they 

switched from the Spanish Real monetary system to the decimal system 

in the mid 1800's. The design for their new coins were based on the 

seated liberty coins that the United States used at the time.  Both feature liberty seated with a shield 

in one hand and a liberty cap on a pole in the other.  The obverse features the Peruvian arms. The 

silver 1/2 Dinero was equivalent to a United States silver half dime and struck to almost the same 

standards as the half dime.  It is 15mm in diameter and contains 1.25 troy ounces of .900 fine silver.  

Due to rising silver prices Peru stopped minting the coin in 1917. The coins were often struck with 

overdates or minor mint errors.  

The silver 1 Sol, which had been 

equivalent to a silver Dollar was 

struck with its silver content 

reduced from .900 fine to .500 fine 

after World War I.  The 37mm 

coin contains .4019 troy ounces of 

silver.  We have both the silver 1/2 

Dinero dating from 1900 to 1916 

and the silver 1 Sol dated 1934 in 

AU to Uncirculated condition. 

Item PE-1/2D  PERU 1/2 DINERO 1900-1916 KM206 VF ............................................... $6.00 

Item PE-SOL   PERU 1 SOL 1934 KM218.2 AU-UNC. .................................................. $29.75 

 

WORLD WAR II NEWFOUNDLAND SILVER 5 CENTS & 10 CENTS 

Though Canada switched from a silver 

5 Cent to a nickel 5 Cent nickel in 

1922, Newfoundland continued to use 

the small silver 5 cent coin due to its 

strong conservative element.  The 

15.5mm coin was struck in .925 silver 

through 1943, and in .800 fine silver from 1944 until 1947.  The 10 Cents was struck in .925 fine 

silver through 1944.  Starting in 1940 the coins were struck at the Royal Canadian Mint in Ottawa.  

Its "C" mintmark is at the bottom on the reverse.  King George VI is on the obverse.  

Item NEWF5C41   NEWFOUNDLAND SILVER 5 CENTS 1941-43 KM19 VF  ............. $6.00 

Item NEWF5C45   NEWFOUNDLAND SILVER 5 CENTS  1945 KM19a VF  ............... $6.00 

Item NEWF10C44   NEWFOUNDLAND SILVER 10 CENTS 1941-44 KM20 VF  ......... $7.00 
 

NORTH KOREA 2002 COIN SET FEATURES FLOWERS 

These North Korean 10 and 50 Chon and 1 

Won coins dated 2002 were intended to be 

released after the removing the dollar peg 

from the Won but hyperinflation ensued 

and the coins became virtually worthless, 

so they were not released at that time.   The 

coins were finally released in December 

2009 when North Korea revalued their currency.  The aluminum coins are dated both 2002 and 

year 91 in the Juche calendar.  The Juche dates from the birth of North Korean founder Kim Il 

Sung.  The obverse features the North Korean coat of arms.  The reverse depicts a flower and the 

dates.   The 1 Won depicts a Kimilsungia.  The 50 Chon depicts the Kimjonglia.  Both flowers 

were named after North Korean leaders.  The 10 Chon depicts an Azelia..  

Item KP-SET02   NORTH KOREA 3 COIN SET 10 CHON – 1 WON 2002 UNC........... $8.00  
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STALINIST - WWII ERA U.S.S.R. COIN SET 

This 7-coin set from the 

Soviet Union includes the 

1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15 and 20 

Kopecks dating from 1929 

to 1945.  It was during this 

period that Joseph Stalin 

consolidated his power to 

become dictator, sought to 

destroy potential rivals, 

transformed Soviet society 

with central planning, 

forced collectivization of agriculture and encouraged the development of heavy industry.  

His agricultural policies in the Ukraine brought on widespread starvation in 1932-1933. 

Millions died because of his policies, resulting in a distrust of Russia which clearly exists 

today. Millions of Soviet citizens were sent to Gulag labor camps where many died.   

Millions more died during the German invasion of the Soviet Union in World War II.  

Like Vladimir Putin, Stalin identified with Peter the Great, kept a tight control over the 

press, and fostered a personality cult.  The coins all have a similar design, with the 

denomination and date on one side and the Soviet emblem featuring the hammer and 

sickle enveloping the earth on the other. 

Item USSR-STALIN7   U.S.S.R. 7 COIN SET 1-20 KOPECKS 1929-45 F-XF$15.00 
 

UKRAINE CELEBRATES 100th ANNIVERSARY OF ITS NAVY 

Ukraine celebrated the 100th anniversary of its 

Navy with this 2018 10 Hryven coin, which is 

impressive for a country that only gained 

independence 27 years ago.  The Ukrainian 

Navy traces is founding to April 18, 1918. The 

commander of the Russian Black Sea Fleet, 

sensing the mood of the majority of the 

Ukrainian seaman, officially proclaimed the 

entire fleet in Crimea to be under control of the 

Ukrainian National Congress and raised the Ukrainian flag.  In 1921 it was merged into the Soviet 

Navy.  It was re-established after Ukraine gained its independence following the collapse of the 

Soviet Union in 1991.  It lost most of its ships and its headquarters in Sevastopol when Russia 

invaded Crimea in 2014.  The obverse of the 30mm copper-nickel-zinc coin includes the Ukraine 

Naval Flag, the outline of a warship and the Ukraine national emblem.  The reverse features the 

number “100” incorporating naval insignia atop stylized waves. 

Item UA-10H18-NAVY  UKRAINE 10 HRYVEN 2018 NAVY UNC. ................................ $5.00 
 

RARE UNRELEASED KHMER REPUBLIC COIN 

This rare 1970 dated 1 Riel of the Khmer Republic (now 

Cambodia) was to be the first Cambodian coin issued for 

circulation since 1959.  It was struck by the British Royal Mint 

and was to be issued as part of the United Nations Food and 

Agriculture Organization's coin program to encourage farmers to 

grow more food.  Then disaster struck!  The Cambodian government was overthrown and the 

economy collapsed. The coin was never issued into circulation. Pictured on one side is a Temple 

at Angkor Wat.  The other side features rice plants.  Though the coins never circulated, they were 

improperly stored, so are heavily tarnished and show signs of corrosion. 

Item KH-RIEL KHMER REPUBLIC 1 RIEL 1970 KM59 tarnished and corroded  ....... $3.00 
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FIRST COIN OF THE BRITISH INDIAN OCEAN TERRITORY 

The British Indian Ocean Territory consists of Chagos 

Archipelago, with over 1,000 individual islands.  The largest 

island is Diego Garcia, the site of a joint military facility of the 

United Kingdom and the United States.  The other islands in the 

archipelago are uninhabited.  In 2009 the British Indian Ocean 

Territory issued its first coin: a 38.6mm copper-nickel 2 Pound 

coin. The coin pictures the arms of the territory supported by two 

turtles on one side and Queen Elizabeth on the other.  There must 

not be much happening in the Territory as the coin 

commemorates itself with the legend - “The First 

Commemorative Coin of the British Indian Ocean Territory”.    

Item BIOT-09  BRITISH INDIAN OCEAN TERRITORY 2 POUNDS 2009, UNC. ... $14.00 

STOLTENHOFF ISLAND COIN SET FEATURES SAILING SHIPS  

Stoltenhoff Island is a now uninhabited island that is governed by Tristan da Cuhna.  It is named 

after the brothers Gustav and Friedrich Stoltenhoff who unsuccessfully tried to settle the island 

between 1871 and 1873.  In 2008 Tristan da Cuhna released the first coins ever issued for the 

island.  The set of eight legal-tender coins for Stoltenhoff Island was struck by the Commonwealth 

Mint.  The obverse of each coin features Queen Elizabeth. Various sailing ships and boats 

associated with Tristan da Cuhna and Stoltenhoff Island are on the reverse.  Due to its isolation in 

the South Atlantic, Ships played a major role in the life of Tristan da Cuhna group. Included in the 

eight-coin set is a 39mm copper-nickel 1 Crown, bimetallic 25 Pence, brass 20 pence, copper-

nickel 10 and 5 pence and bronze 2, 1, and 1/2 Pence, all dated 2008.  The coins are Uncirculated 

though most coins have some minor bagmarks. 

Item STOLT-SET8   STOLTENHOFF IS.  8 COIN SET 2008 UNC.   ............................ $29.75 

KATANGA COIN FEATURES TRADITIONAL FORM OF WEALTH   

A bloody civil war broke out in the Belgian Congo upon it 

gaining independence from Belgium in 1960.  Katanga, a 

mineral rich province in the south, declared itself 

independent from the rest of the Congo. Various factions 

were supported by the United States and the Soviet Union, 

while the United Nations tried to negotiate a truce.  This 

Uncirculated 1961 1 Franc 1961 was issued only a single 

year.  Shortly thereafter Katanga was forcibly reunited with the Congo.  The coin displays the 

country's traditional form of money, the Katanga Cross, on one side of the coins. A bunch of 

bananas is shown on the other. 

Item KAT-1   KATANGA 1  FRANC KM1 1961 UNC. ......................................................  $5.00 
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GIBRALTAR DOLPHIN 50 PENCE 

Five bottlenose dolphins are pictured on the back of 

this 27.3mm 1997 Gibraltar 50 Pence coin. The 

Raphael Maklouf portrait of Queen Elizabeth 

wearing the George VI State Diadem in on the 

obverse. The coin was struck only a single year. In 

1997 Gibraltar reduced the diameter of the 50 

Pence coin from 30mm to 27.3mm.  In 1998 the 

Queen's portrait was updated to an older portrait of the Queen wearing a tiara.  At the bottom of 

the reverse is "AA" indicating the die that was used to strike the coin.   

Item GI-50P97  GIBRALTAR 50 PENCE 1997AA KM39.1 UNC. .................................... $5.00 

 

DANCING ELEPHANTS & KISSING GIRAFFES FROM RHODESIA & NYASALAND 

Great Britain 

issued a joint 

coinage for their 

African colonies 

of Rhodesia and 

Nyasaland. Today 

they are the 

independent nations of Zimbabwe, Zambia and 

Malawi.  The 1962 Penny features a pair of dancing elephants.  The 1958 1/2 Penny features a pair 

of giraffes that appear to be kissing the royal crown.  Both coins are bronze and have a center hole. 

Item R+N-1/2P   RHODESIA & NYASALAND 1/2 PENNY 1958 KM1 BU  ................... $4.00 

Item R+N-1/2Px5   5 of the above RHODESIA & NYASALAND 1/2 PENNY BU ........  $14.00 

Item R+N-1P    RHODESIA & NYASALAND 1 PENNY 1962 KM2 BU  ........................ $5.00 

Item R+N-1Px5 5 of the above RHODESIA & NYASALAND 1 PENNY BU  ................ $18.00 
 

ELEPHANT ON OLD, UNC. LIBERIAN 1/2 CENT 

A striding elephant is featured on the obverse of this Uncirculated 

1941 1/2 Cent from Liberia.  The reverses feature the arms of 

Liberia which includes an African oil palm, a sailing ship and the 

rising sun.  The coin was struck at the Philadelphia mint and has a 

mintage of 250,000. 

Item LR-10A LIBERIA 1/2 CENT 1941 KM10a BU  .......................................................... $3.00 

Item LR-10Ax10   10 of the above LIBERIA 1/2 CENT 1941, BU ................................... $12.50 
 

UNUSUAL PORTRAIT COIN FROM NEPAL 

Trivhuvan Bir Bikram became king of Nepal in 

1911 at age five.  At age 12 he married the first 

two of his wives-in separate ceremonies on the 

same day!  Though he was king, the real 

governing power in Nepal were members of the 

Rana family who were the Prime Ministers and 

held other top positions.  After World War II the 

King attempted to limit the power of the 

unpopular Rana family by introducing elements 

of democracy and increasing the power of the monarchy.  In response the Ranas made his four-

year grandson the king and forced the Trivhuvan to flee to India in November 1950.   Supported 

by India, Trivhuvan returned to Nepal in February 1951, regained the throne and ended the Rana 

control over Nepal.  The king then produced Nepal's first portrait coin in an effort to show he was 

now in charge.  This copper-nickel 1 Rupee depicts the king withing a five-pointed star on the 

obverse and the arms of Nepal on the reverse.  It is dated year 2011 in Vikrama Samvat era which 

corresponds to 1954AD.  The king died the following year.   

Item NP-1R54  NEPAL 1 RUPEE VS2011=1954AD KM743 UNC. ................................... $5.00 
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  CANADA!   
 

CANADIAN BANK TOKENS 

Prior to the introduction of a national coinage in 1858, Canadians depended upon privately issued 

tokens supply small change.  In 1837 the major banks in Montreal had officially sanctioned tokens 

called Habitant tokens struck in England.  The tokens all had the same design, featuring a Canadian 

habitant in winter clothing on the obverse and the arms of Montreal on the reverse.  The name of 

the issuing bank appears on the ribbon on the reverse.  The obverse is in French and is denominated 

1 Sou.  The reverse is in English and is denominated 1/2 Penny. We offer Habitant tokens issued 

by City Bank of Montreal.   From 1850 until 1857 the Bank of Upper Canada, based in Toronto 

issued attractive 1/2 Penny and 1 Penny tokens depicting St. George slaying the Dragon.  The 

reverse depicts the arms of Upper Canada.  

Item CA-CITY-1/2   LOWER CANADA, CITY BANK 1/2 PENNY 1837 VG ................ $10.00 

Item CA-UP-1/2  BANK OF UPPER CANADA 1/2 PENNY 1850-1857 F-VF .................. $9.00 

Item CA-UP-1D   BANK OF UPPER CANADA 1 PENNY 1850-1857 F-VF .................. $10.00  

 
OBSOLETE CANADIAN BANK NOTES FEATURING QUEEN ELIZABETH 

Canada issued a 

special 1 Dollar 

banknote in 1967 to 

commemorate the 

100th anniversary of 

the Canadian 

Confederation.  The 

front has the 

centennial emblem, 

and the date 1867 

1967 in place of a 

serial number.  

Canada's first 

Parliament building 

is on the back.  A 

more colorful, 

updated 1 Dollar 

banknote was 

introduced in 1973 that included an updated portrait of the Queen and the arms of Canada on the 

front.  The back features boats and logs on the Ottawa River with the Parliament building in the 

background.  In 1987 the dollar notes were replaced with dollar coins and withdrawn from 

circulation.  A new 2 Dollar bill was introduced in 1986 with an updated portrait of Queen Elizabeth 

on the front and two robins on the back. It was Canada's last 2 Dollar bill.  In 1996 the 2 Dollar 

coin was introduced and the$2 note was discontinued. 

Item PM-CA-1D67   CANADA 1 DOLLAR NOTE, 1967 P84b AU-UNC. ........................ $6.00 

Item PM-CA-1D73   CANADA 1 DOLLAR NOTE 1973 P85 AU-UNC. ........................... $5.00 

Item PM-CA-2D86   CANADA  2 DOLLAR NOTE 1986 P94c UNC. ............................... $6.00  
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ANCIENT & MEDIEVAL COINS 
 

ANCIENT SELEUCID SILVER COINS 

After the death of Alexander in 323BC his top generals 

fought for control of his empire.  Seleucus I Nicator 

gained control of a vast territory stretching from 

Anatolia (now Turkey) to Persia to northwestern India, 

thus founding the Seleucid Empire.  Seleucus battled the 

Mauryan Empire of India before settling on a peace 

treaty in which he gave up territory in exchange for 500 war elephants, aphrodisiacs and other gifts. 

He was assassinated in 281BC and was succeeded by his son Antiochus I Soter.  Most of Antiochus' 

reign devoted to wars and putting down revolts.  Antiochus made peace with his father's murder 

by abandoning claims to Macedonia.  In 275BC he defeated the Galatians in Anatolia by using the 

his father's war elephants.  In 268BC he executed his eldest son for leading a rebellion.   He 

unsuccessfully battled the Ptolemaic Kingdom of Egypt for control of Syria. In 262BC he attacked 

Peragum, was defeated and died soon thereafter.   The Seleucus I 

Tetradrachm is similar to the coins of Alexander the Great.  It is a thick 

silver coin, approximately 26mm that depicts Seleucus as Hercules on 

the obverse and Zeus seated on the reverse.   We have two silver 

Drachms of Antiochos I.  Both are approximately 15mm and depict 

the head of Antiochos.  One type has Apollo seated on the reverse.  

The other, depicting a horsehead on the reverse, is from Ai Khanoum 

in northern Afghanistan.  The city is believed to have been founded 

about 280BC by Antiochos due to its proximity to silver mines in the 

nearby Hindu Kush mountains.  

Item SEL-TET   SELEUCUS I SILVER TETRADRACHM 305-281BC VG-Fine ...... $295.00 

Item ANT-APO  ANTIOCHOS I SILVER DRACHM 281-261BC Apollo type AG-G ... $35.00 

Item ANT-HRS  ANTIOCHOS I SILVER DRACHM 281-261BC Horsehead  AG-G ... $39.00 
 

WIDOW'S MITE FROM THE TIME OF CHRIST 

The story of the Widow's Mite can be found in the Bible in Mark 12:41-

44.  For Jesus, the widow's small offering of her only two small coins was 

worth far more than the large contributions of the rich who gave only a 

small portion of what they had.  The mite, also known as the lepton, was 

the lowest denomination in ancient Judea.  The coin was first struck during 

the reign of Alexander Janeaus and continued to be used during the time 

of Christ.  Most display an ancient anchor on one side and a wheel on the other.  The coins tend to 

be crude and off center.  Every coin is different.   This historic coin of the Bible is over 2000 years 

old and comes with a Certificate of Authenticity. 

Item MITE ANCIENT JUDEAN WIDOW'S MITE FROM TIME OF CHRIST  ......... $29.95 
 

KUSHAN COIN OF THE "UNKNOWN KING" 

The Kushan Empire ruled the area from northern India 

through Afghanistan into Central Asia in the first and second 

centuries AD.  It grew wealthy controlling trade centers on 

the Silk Road and on the Indus River and had diplomatic 

relations with both Rome and China.  Until recently the 

actual name of its second emperor was unknown.  He was known only by the title on his coins 

"Soter Megas", which translates as “Great Savior”.  He thought of himself as being so great, he did 

need to use his actual name. With the discovery of a large stone tablet listing the names of the 

Kushan rulers it is now known his name was Vima Takto who ruled from about 80 to 105AD.  His 

bronze tetradrachm features a Greek style diademed bust of the king on one side, and the king on 

horseback on the other.  It is an attractive, well-struck ancient coin.  

Item SOTER   KUSHAN, VIMA TAKTO  ca.80-105AD, TETRADRACHM  VF. ........ $39.95 
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ABBASID PROVINCIAL SILVER COIN OF TABARISTAN 

Tabaristan is a region on the southern coast of the Caspian 

Sea in what is now Iran.  It was one of the last parts of Persia 

to fall to the Muslim conquest due to natural barriers and 

resistive population.  Even after it fell to the Abbasid 

Caliphate it had its own distinctive, non-Muslim style 

coinage until about 793AD. The coins were silver 1/2 

Dirhams based on the Sassanian Dirham.  The obverse 

featured a crowned Sassanian style bust.  The reverse features a Zoroastrian fire altar flanked by 

two attendants.  The coins are about 23mm in diameter, are well struck, and have little or no wear.   

Item TABARISTAN   TABARISTAN 1/2 DIRHAM, 8th CENTURY AD, XF ............... $49.50 

 
SILVER COINS OF THE SLAVE KINGS OF THE HOLY LAND 

The Bahri Mamluks ruled Egypt, Syria and the Holy Land from 1250 to 1382.  The Mamluks were 

slaves purchased as boys from Russia, converted to Islam and trained to be warriors.  In 1250 

Mamluk slaves overthrew their masters, the Ayyubids, and established the Bahri Mamluk dynasty 

with its capital in Cairo. The Mamluk Sultan was supposed to be selected from the ranks of the 

Mamluk slaves, so the Sultan would also have been slave!  Thus, the Mamluks are known as the 

"Slave-Kings".  Mamluk Sultans rarely died a natural death due to the various factions constantly 

fighting for power.  

Baybars was a brilliant military leader.  He helped defeat the 

Seventh Crusade under Louis IX of France in 1250, then in 

1260 he gave the Mongol armies their first substantial defeat 

and turned back the Mongol conquests of the Middle East.  

Shortly after that the Mamluk Sultan was assassinated and 

Baybars proclaimed himself Sultan. As sultan, he engaged in 

a combination of military action and diplomacy, greatly expand the Mamluk empire.  He died in 

1277, possibly from accidentally drinking a poisoned beverage he intended for a rival.  These silver 

Dirhams of Baybars, like most Mamluk coins, is crude, often with weakly struck areas.  

Mamluk power and culture reached its zenith under Al-Nasir 

Muhammad I. He served three reigns as Sultan.  He was the son of a 

Mamluk Sultan, rather than a Mamluk slave.  He was first made Sultan 

in 1293. He was only 8 years old, so was controlled by others.  He was 

deposed the following year in a palace revolt.  In 1299 the reigning 

sultan was murdered and Muhammad was again placed on the throne, 

again under the control of others.  He fled the palace in 1309 rather than 

continue to submit to authority of others.  After the population of Cairo 

forced his unpopular successor to flee, he reclaimed his throne.  He ruthlessly cracked down on 

corruption and those that infringed on his power.  He also engaged in major public works projects 

including rebuilding an ancient canal connecting Alexandria with the Nile and building and 

repairing many mosques, schools and public baths.  We have factional silver Dirhams struck during 

Muhammad's third reign from 1310 to 1341. The small, irregularly shaped coins were struck using 

dies for the much larger 1 Dirham coin, so most of the design is off the flan. 

In the year following the death of Muhammed in June 1341 there were three 

Mamluk sultans, two of which were murdered and the third deposed as various 

factions vied for control. In June 1342 As-Salih Isma'il, a son of Muhammad 

became Sultan.  He was a pious ruler that brought some political stability to the 

Mamluk empire before he died of an illness in 1345. The Silver Dirhams of 

Isma'il, like other Mamluk Dirhams, have Arabic inscriptions on both sides and 

are weakly struck. 

Item MAM-BAYB  MAMLUK DIRHAM, BAYBARS I, 1260-1277 VG-crude .......... $15.00 

Item MAM-MUH  FRACTIONAL DIRHAM, MUHAMMED I 1310-41 VG-crude .. $15.00 

Item MAM-ISM  MAMLUK DIRHAM, ISMA'IL 1342-45, G-VG-crude ................... $15.00  
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UNOFFICIAL COINS 
 

STATE OF JEFFERSON 2022 SILVER WALKING LIBERTY 

The State of Jefferson is a proposed new 

state made up of rural areas of northern 

California and southern Oregon.  The 

movement has attracted many conservatives 

in the area whose opinions and values are 

overshowed and outvoted by the liberal 

cities in California and Oregon.  The Board 

of Supervisors in a number of northern 

California counties have approved 

resolutions in support of seceding from 

California.  Driving through the region I have seen many signs supporting the movement.  

Smallforest Mint, a small, private mint in Oregon has struck coins for the State of Jefferson.  The 

2022 issue is denominated at 25 Jeff Dollars.  The obverse features the Great Seal of the State of 

Jefferson, which features a gold mining pan with two Xs.  The two Xs are known as the "Double 

Cross" and signify the regions' sense of abandonment by their state governments.  The reverse 

features a "walking liberty" figure. The 32mm coin is hand struck in sterling silver. 

Item JEFFERSON22   JEFFERSON 25 JEFF DOLLARS 2022 UNC.  ........................ $29.75 

 
2022 SILVER 50 DALA COIN OF THE HAWAIIAN KINGDOM 

The Hawaiian Kingdom is one of many 

Hawaiian sovereignty movements.  They 

contend that because the United States 

illegally overthrew the Hawaiian monarchy in 

1893, the United States occupation of Hawaii 

is illegal and Hawaii is still an independent 

kingdom.  The obverse of the 2022 Hawaiian 

Kingdom 50 Dala coin features the bust of a 

Hawaiian Koa warrior. Unlike most coins the 

design is incuse rather than raised. The reverse 

depicts a map of Hawaii.  The 30mm coin contains 1/2 troy ounce of .999 silver and is 

approximately 2.5mm thick.  The coin is hand struck and has a maximum total mintage of just 100 

pieces.  We also have available a very limited number of the 2021 Hawaiian silver 50 Dala..  

Item HAWAII-22   HAWAII SILVER 50 DALA 2022 UNC. ......................................... $39.95 

Item HAWAII-21   HAWAII SILVER 50 DALA 2021 UNC. ......................................... $39.95 

 
TRI-METALLIC OF MARIE BYRD LAND FOR POPE JOHN PAUL II   

 Because of its remoteness in Antarctica, most of 

Marie Byrd Land has never been claimed by any 

sovereign nation, though it has been claimed by 

various micro-nations. It was named by explorer 

Admiral Richard E. Byrd in 1929 after his wife. I 

am sure she deserved it for putting up with his 

numerous explorations and adventures. In 2011 a 

trimetallic 10 Dollar was issued for this remote 

area. One side of the 27mm coin pictures Pope 

John Paul II and commemorates his beatification on May 1, 2011. There is a certain irony in a coin 

being issued honoring the Pope for the only continent that the Pope never visited. The other side 

shows a map of the territory and a penguin. 

Item BYRD    MARIE BYRD LAND TRI-METALLIC 10 DOLLARS 2011 UNC.  ........ $9.50 
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NEW WYOMING GOLDBACK NOTE 

Goldback Aurum notes are a voluntary local currency made of 24 karat gold! 

Each wafer-thin note is coated with a protective plastic coating so it can be 

circulated without the gold tearing. They are issued in increments of 1/1000 

troy ounce of gold in order to allow for small purchases. The 1 Goldback 

contains 1/1000 troy ounce of gold and measures 66x117mm.  The notes are 

printed on one side only, with intricate multi-color allegorical 19th century 

style designs.  In 2022 the first Wyoming Goldback notes were released.  The 

Wyoming 1 Goldback note design includes Castle Rock near Green River, a 

bison, bald eagle and an Indian maiden labeled "Reverentia".   Also available 

is a set of the previous 1 Goldback note issues: Utah, Nevada and New 

Hampshire. 

Item WY-GOLD1   WYOMING 1 GOLDBACK NOTE (1/1000 troy ounce gold), UNC. $7.00 

Item GOLDBACK3  UTAH, NEVADA & NEW HAMPSHIRE GOLDBACK NOTES. $20.00 

 
AFRICAN ANIMALS ON 2020 SAHRAWI COIN SET 

The Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic, also known as Saharaui, or Western Sahara, is what used 

to be the Spanish Sahara. Though it declared independence from Spain in 1975, Morocco also 

claims the region and currently controls about 80% of the territory.  This non-circulating 5-coin 

2020 dated set of the Saharawi Arab Democratic Republic features African wildlife.   The 1 Peseta 

depicts a Black-collared lovebird.  An African Buffalo is on the 5 Peseta.  A lion is on the 10 Peseta.  

Th 25 Peseta features a hippopotamus. The 50 Peseta portrays a Gorilla.   The obverse of all the 

coins depict the national arms, which features a pair of crossed rifles holding flags.  The 1 Peseta 

is aluminum, the others are nickel-plated steel. 

Item EH-SET20  SAHRAWI 5 COIN SET 1-50 PESETAS 2020 UNC.  ......................... $19.95 

 
YAP COIN SET 

The island of Yap is 

famous for their large 

stone money, some of 

which is over 6 feet high 

and weigh hundreds of 

pounds.  Even small 

pieces typically go for 

thousands of dollars in 

auctions.  This unofficial 

7-coin set for Yap is 

much more affordable.  

The set includes the 

nickel-zinc 1 Penny, 3 

Pence, 6 Pence, Shilling. 

Florin, brass 1/2 Crown and b-metallic 1 Crown dated 2020. One side depicts native Micronesians 

while the other depicts items related to Micronesian culture, including a Yap Stone Money on the 

Florin.   All seven coins are Uncirculated. 

Item YAP  YAP 7 COIN SET 1 PENNY - 1 CROWN 2020 UNC. .................................... $29.75 
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TRIANGULAR DEVIL'S ISLAND COIN FEATURES GIANT SPIDER 

Devil's Island, located off the north 

coast of French Guiana was one of the 

world's most notorious penal colonies. 

Emperor Napoleon III of France 

opened it in 1852 for political 

prisoners and the most hardened 

criminals.  It quickly developed a 

reputation for brutality, harshness and 

tropical diseases.  Few of its 80,000 or 

so prisoners ever returned.  In the 19th 

century 15 prostitutes, guarded by nuns, were shipped to Devil's Island to encourage prisoners to 

live a dignified life and start a family.  No families were started but disputes arose among the men 

and a syphilis epidemic broke out.  The prison was finally closed in 1952 after 100 years in 

operation.  This unofficial 2022 100 Franc issued for Devil's Island depicts the coat of arms of 

French Guiana on the obverse. The coat of arms incudes the date 1643, three fleur-de-lis and a boat 

load of gold on a shield supported by two anteaters.  The reverse pictures a Goliath birdeater spider 

(Theraphosa blondi).  It is the world's largest spider by weight (175g. - 6.2 oz.) and grows up to 5 

inches (13cm) in length.  Despite its name, it rarely eats birds. The 36mm triangular silver-plated 

Proof coin has a mintage of only 120 pieces. 

Item DEVIL   DEVIL'S ISLAND 100 FRANCS 2022 PROOF ...................................... $22.00 

 
ODD SHAPED SAINT-CASTIN COIN FEATURES FLYING SQUIRRELS 

Saint-Castin is a self-

declared micronation that 

claims several enclaves 

within the Province of 

Quebec.  It is named after 

Jean-Vincent d'Abbadie de 

Saint-Castin, a 17th century 

French-Canadian military office and an Abenaki chief.  It was founded as a monarchy on June 24, 

2014. Since then, it had a republican coup, been annexed by, then seceded from the Federal 

Republic of St. Charlie, re-established as a republic and in 2020 restored the monarchy.  This odd-

shaped 2022 100 Piastres of Saint-Castin depicts the coat of arms on the obverse and two Northern 

Flying Squirrels (Glaucomys sabrinus) on the reverse.  The 42mm silver-plated Proof coin has a 

mintage of just 120 pieces. 

Item ST.CASTIN   SAINT-CASTIN 100 PIASTRES 2022 PROOF ............................... $22.00 

 
CHINESE JUNK ON COLORFUL COIN OF PESCADORES 

The obverse of this unofficial 

2022 dated 100 Yuan coin from 

Pescadores features a multi-

color image of a Chinese Junk 

and a temple that honors the 

Chinese Goddess Mazu (Matsu).  

The reverse depicts a color 

image of Mazu and a dragon in 

the waves.   Mazu is the deity of fishermen and sailors.  According to legend she can miraculously 

save seafarers in distress.   Pescadores, also called Penghu is an archipelago of 90 islands and islets 

in the Taiwan Strait that is controlled by the Republic of China (Taiwan).  The name Pescadores is 

derived from the Portuguese name for fishermen. Fishing communities were established on the 

islands in the 9th and 10th centuries.  Its main industry is still fishing.  The 40mm silver-plated 

Proof coin has a mintage of just 150 pieces. 

Item PESCADORES   PESCADORES 100 YUAN 2022 PROOF .................................. $22.00  
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SAILING SHIP ON ROCKALL COIN 

Rockall is an inhabitable granite 

islet in the North Atlantic Ocean. 

The first recorded landing on 

Rockwell was done by the crew of 

the HMS Endymion in 1810 or 

1811.  It was ignored until 1955 

when the United Kingdom 

claimed it due to potential oil 

deposits and fishing rights. That 

was the last expansion of the 

British Empire.  The obverse of 

the unofficial Rockall 5 Pound coin includes the British coat of arms, the cypher of King Charles 

III, a seated lion, and portions of the Union Jack.  The reverse features the HMS Endymion under 

sail with Rockall in the background.  The ship, launched in 1797, was the fastest sailing ship in the 

Royal Navy.  It took part the French Revolutionary Wars, the Napoleonic Wars, War of 1812, the 

First Opium War against China and operations against privateers.  She was finally broken up in 

1868. The 9-sided, silver-plated Proof coin has a mintage of just 140 pieces. 

Item ROCKALL   ROCKALL 5 POUNDS 2022 PROOF ................................................ $22.00 

 
KNIGHT OF BRITTANY  

Brittany is the northwest region of 

France. During the Middle Ages, 

Brittany was a vassal duchy of 

France, while maintaining almost 

complete independence.  Control 

frequently passed between 

England and France during their 

many wars.  In 1963, the Brittany 

Liberation Front was created, 

which began the struggle for the 

independence of Brittany.  The obverse of the unofficial 2022 dated Brittany 100 Franc coin 

features the previous arms of Brittany surrounded by the arms of the bishoprics and regions of 

Brittany: Leon, Tregor, Cornuay, the Vannes Rennes, Nantes, Dol, Malouin and Penthievre.   The 

reverse depicts a knight on horseback with a dog and the Tanti tower.  The 39mm silver-plated 

Proof coin has a mintage of only 150 pieces. 

Item BRITTANY   BRITTANY 100 FRANCS 2022 PROOF ............................................ $22.00 

 
WARRIOR ON COIN OF VARKANA 

Varkana, also called 

Hyrcania is a territory 

along the southeastern 

coast of the Caspian Sea.   

The name Varkana is 

derived from Persian for 

"Country of Wolves".  It 

was a province in the 

Midian, Achaemenid, 

Seleucid and Parthian 

empires.  In 72AD it 

became an independent kingdom with nominal allegiance to Parthia.  This unofficial 2022 10,000 

Rials of Varkana features a fierce ancient warrior on the reverse.  A heraldic wolf is on the obverse.   

The 39mm, 6-sided, silver-plated Proof coin has a mintage of 120 pieces. 

Item VARKANA  VARKANA 10,000 RIALS 2022 PROOF ............................................. $19.95  
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World Paper Money 
 

COMPLETE VENEZUELA 27 NOTE INFLATION SET. 

This set includes all 27 denominations of banknotes issued by Venezuela 

between 2007 and 2020.  The Venezuelan Bolivar was for many years 

one of the strongest currencies in the world.  Under the Socialist 

government of Hugo Chavez and Nicolas Maduro the country and its 

currency underwent a complete collapse.  In 2007 the Bolivar, which had 

been in use since 1879, was replaced by the Strong Bolivar (Bolivares 

Fuerte), with 1 Strong Bolivar being worth 1000 Bolivars.  The Strong 

Bolivar turned out to be very weak.  Inflation accelerated due to 

government incompetence and misrule.  In 2018 another new currency 

was introduced, the Sovereign Bolivar (Bolivares Soberano), with 

100,000 Strong Bolivars worth 1 of the new Sovereign Bolivar.   Inflation 

has continued and in 2021 another new currency was introduced, the 

Digital Bolivar (Bolivares Digitales), with 1 Digital Bolivar being 

equivalent to 1 Sovereign Bolivar.  This 27-note set includes the 2, 5, 10, 

20, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10,000, 20,000 and 100,000 Strong 

Bolivares notes dating from 2013 to 2017 and the 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 

200, 500, 10,000, 20,000, 50,000, 200,000, 500,000 and 1 million 

Sovereign Bolivar notes dating from 2018 to 2020.  The issues before the 10,000 Sovereign Bolivar 

feature Venezuelan heroes on the front native wildlife on the backs.  Starting with the 10,000 

Sovereign Bolivar note which was released in 2019, all the notes feature the same portrait of Simon 

Bolivar on the front and either his mausoleum or the Battle of Cordoba on the back 

Item PM-VE-SET27 VENEZUELA 27 NOTE INFLATION SET: 2013-2020 UNC.  .... $35.00 

 

COMPLETE SET OF CURRENT LEBANON BANKNOTES 

The Lebanese economy collapsed due to corruption and 

elected officials that care more about their party than 

their country. At official exchange rates a United States 

dollar will buy about 1500 Lebanese Livre, however 

those with special privileges or access to the black 

market can get almost 30,000 Lebanese Livre for a 

dollar. Withdrawals from dollar bank accounts in 

Lebanese banks are restricted and are done at the official 

rates.  Things have gotten so bad that Lebanese have resorted to holding up their banks in order to 

gain access to their funds.  We offer a complete set of the six current Lebanese banknotes: 1000, 

5000, 10,000, 20,000, 50,000 and 100,000 Livres dated from 2016 to 2022. The notes are in Arabic 

on the front and French on the back.  At the current catalog values and official exchange rates the 

notes in the set are worth over $100! 

Item PM-LB-NEW6   LEBANON 6 NOTE SET 1000-100,000 LIVRES 2016-22 UNC.  $39.50 

Item PM-LB-NEW6x5    FIVE of the above LEBANON 6 NOTE UNC.  ...................... $120.00 

 

10 MILLION MARK! 

This Uncirculated German 10 Million Mark note is dated 

August 22, 1923.  This was during the height of 

Germany's Post-World War I hyperinflation.  When first 

issued it could buy a few eggs.  By November it was 

virtually worthless.  The note is printed on watermarked 

paper.  In order to speed up production of notes, it is 

printed on one side only.  It is a reminder of what happens 

when government does not control its spending.  

Item PM-DE-10MM  GERMANY 10 MILLION MARK NOTE 1923 P106 AU-UNC. . $5.00 
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JAPANESE INVASION MONEY 

As Japanese forces conquered Burma, Malaya and the Philippines in World War II they introduced 

their own currency.  Anyone found with any other currency was subject to severe punishment.  As 

English was the official language of these three colonies, the notes were printed in English and 

were denominated in the currency that had been in circulation.  The notes were only labeled “THE 

JAPANESE GOVERNMENT” without mentioning the colony.  The red 10 Rupee note for Burma 

depict the Ananda Temple in Bagan.  The dark blue and yellow 10 Dollar note for Malaya bananas, 

breadfruit and coconuts and a ship steaming in the horizon on the back.   The black and light blue 

Philippine 10 Pesos note depicts a banana plantation. 

Item JIM3   SET OF 3 JAPANESE INVASION NOTES VF-AU ...................................... $4.00 

Item JIM3x10   10 sets of the above 3 JAPANESE INVASION NOTES VF-AU ............ $22.50 
 

WORLD WAR I ERA PORTUGUESE NOTE 

As the World War I drew to a close, Portugal entered a 

period of instability that included attempts to restore the 

monarchy, political assassinations as well as huge losses of 

life from the Spanish flu and food shortages.  This 

Portuguese 5 Centavo note dated April 5, 1918 was issued 

until 1922. It was needed to help elevate a coin shortage as 

few coins had been issued since the collapse of the 

monarchy in 1910.  The front of the 100 x 64mm note depicts a small child, a coin and a statue.  

The back includes the Portuguese coat of arms and a sailing ship.  

Item PM-PT-5C  PORTUGAL 5 CENTAVOS 1918 P98 AU-UNC. ................................. $15.00  
 

BLUEBIRD ON BEAUTIFUL BERMUDA BILL 

The Bermuda 2 Dollar note features a colorful Eastern Bluebird 

surrounded by red frangipani flowers on the front.  Sailboats 

and a butterfly are above the bird and a stature of Queen 

Elizabeth II is beneath the bird.  The back includes the Royal 

Navy Dockyard Clock Tower and the statue of Neptune at the 

Bermuda Maritime Museum.   A thick Optiks security thread 

featuring a map of Bermuda runs through the note.  The 

attractive vertical note is dated 2009 and measures 136 x 69mm.  

Item PM-BM-2D  BERMUDA $2 2009 P57 UNC. ........ $9.75 
 

HISTORIC OLD COSTA RICAN BANKNOTE 

The Banco Anglo-Costarricense was a privatly 

owned bank founded in 1863.  Until 1917 it was one 

of four private banks that were authorized to issued 

currency for Costa Rica.  It was later taken over by 

the government and operated until 1994, when it was 

shut down due to losses and corruption.  After losing 

its privlege to issue currency in 1917, these unissued 

notes sat in the banks vaults for many years.  This attractive unissued, unsigned 1 Colon dated 1917 

was printed by the American Banknote Company of New York. It has the portrait on the front and 

Mercury seated on an electric motor or generator on the back  

Item PM-CR-1COL  BANCO ANGLO-COSTARRICENSE 1 COLON PS121 UNC. . $12.00 
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BULK & BARGAIN LOTS 
 

ALL DIFFERENT WORLD PAPER MONEY LOTS 

These sets are all different world banknotes. The larger lots include the notes from the smaller lots, 

as well as scarcer and higher value notes.  All notes are Uncirculated. 

Item LOTPM50  50 Different world banknotes, Uncirculated  ....................................... $19.50 

Item LOTPM100  100 Different world banknotes, Uncirculated  ................................... $48.50 

Item PM-100CSET 100 world banknotes from 100 Different countries, Unc. ............. $145.00 

 
ATTRACTIVE & COLORFUL GERMAN NOTGELD NOTES 

These attractive, colorful, small (most less than 4 inches - 90cm long) were issued by communities 

throughout Germany during and after World War I. Most date 1917 to 1922 and are 

Uncirculated.  They have a variety of designs including fairy tales, history, city scenes and satire.   

Item PM-DE-NOTx25     25 DIFFERENT GERMAN NOTGELD NOTES .................. $22.50 

Item PM-DE-NOTx100   100 DIFFERENT GERMAN NOTGELD NOTES ................ $89.50 

Item PM-DE-NOTx200   200 MOSTLY DIFF. GERMAN NOTGELD NOTES ........ $149.50 

Item PM-DE-NOTx1000  1000 MOSTLY DIFF. GERMAN NOTGELD NOTES ..... $695.00 

 
WELL MIXED WORLD COINS BY THE POUND 

Each pound contains about 85 to 120 mostly different coins, mostly circulated, from around the 

world. Every lot is different. These lots provide hours of fun for kids and adults.  Somebody must 

be finding some good stuff as we get lots of repeat orders on these lots. 

Item 1POUND   1 POUND (about 450 grams) OF WELL MIXED WORLD COINS   $15.00 

Item 3POUND   3 POUNDS OF WELL MIXED WORLD COINS ..............................  $39.00 

 
WORLD CROWN LOTS 

Copper-nickel crown sized (36-42mm) coins. Most feature wildlife or are commemorative issues 

with attractive designs.  No British crowns are included. Each lot is different though there is 

duplication between lots.   

Item CROWN20   20 DIFFERENT WORLD CROWNS, UNC. ................................... $110.00 

 
NATIONS OF THE WORLD COIN COLLECTIONS 

These collections of coins are from all different nations around the world.  The sets come with a 

listing to help identify which coins are from which nations.  All coins are Uncirculated.  It is a great 

way to learn about the world or build a one-coin-from-every-country collection. 

Item DCCN100   100 DIFFERENT COINS FROM 100 DIFF. COUNTRIES, UNC. .. $35.00  

Item DCCN183   183 DIFFERENT COINS FROM 183 DIFF. COUNTRIES, UNC. .. $69.00 

 
500 DIFFERENT WORLD COINS COLLECTION  

This is a wonderful set, especially for beginners or someone who wants to expand their collection. 

It contains 500 different coins from about 150 countries from around the world. About 85% of the 

coins are Uncirculated. The coins are loose, but the set includes an identification list. 

Item BK-SET500   500 DIFFERENT WORLD COINS ...............................................  $149.95 

 
WEST VIRGINIA COAL MINE TOKENS 

These tokens, also known as Scrip, Dingles, Clackers, and many other names, were issued by coal 

companies as an advance on miners' wages.  We have an historic collection of 10 different West 

Virginia coal scrip tokens, ranging in value from 1 cent to 1 dollar.  Each lot is the same.  

Item COALx1   1 WEST VIRGINIA COAL SCRIP TOKEN,  VG-UNC.  ..................... $4.00 

Item COALx10    10 DIFFERENT COAL MINE TOKENS, VG-UNC. ........................ $35.00 

  



 

                                        Use back or blank sheet if more space is needed 
 

ORDER FORM 

JOEL ANDERSON        www.JoelsCoins.com 

P.O. BOX 365   GROVER BEACH,  CA  93483-0365   USA 

phone 805-489-8045    fax 805-299-1818   email: orders@joelscoins.com  

Name _______________________________________________________________  

Address ______________________________________________________________  

City/State ______________________________________ Zip  __________________  

e-mail address or phone # ________________________________________________  
 

Please check if:   Paying by Check or MO       Confirming phone, fax or e-mail order      New Address 
 

If paying by credit or debit card # __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ 
 

 

Expires ___/___      card verification code ________ 
 

SIGNATURE_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Item # Country & Description Quant. Price Total 
1      

2      

3      

4      

5      

6      

7      

8      

9      

10      

11      

12      

13      

14      

15      

16      

 Alternates in case of sold out items:     

      
      
     POSTAGE & INSURANCE: 

For orders shipped to U.S address add:       
Total Merchandise    

 under $200          $6.00     

$200 to $600       $8.00     
over $600             FREE   

Other Countries - please ask for rates 

Calif. residents add 8.75% Tax    

 Postage & Insurance    

 TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED    

201 
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